Through a process of elimination, numerous locations were considered
but ultimately the best location is one which is submerged.
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Fig.38
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Campus is divided into areas of different study
ud
d
ÄLSKZSPRLLUNPULLYPUNHY[ZHUKLJVUVTPJZ
;OLZLZ[\K`ÄLSKZÄUK[OLTZLS]LZPU]LY`
U LY`
L
distinctive districts within campuss limits
mit and
there is an almost playful competition
tio
on
o
n between
bettwe
een
the districts.
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Fig.40
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The Cultural Environment
Legislative Context
NHRA Regulations
No. 25 of 1999: National Heritage Resources
o
Act, 1999
Section 32: Heritage objects
No. 13. No person may destroy,
es
damage,
KPZÄN\YLVYHS[LYHU`OLYP[HNLVIQLJ[VY
disperse any collection which is listed in Part
II of the register, without permit issued by
SAHRA.
No. 17. No person may carry out any work of
restoration or repair of a heritage object, listed
in Part II of the register of heritage objects,
without a permit issued by a duly authorised
representative of SAHRA.
No. 18. On application by the owner or
custodian of a heritage object listed in Part II of
the register of heritage objects, SAHRA may at
its discretion assist in funding any
restoration or repair work undertaken by a restoration or repair craftsperson
to
n approved by
SA
SAHRA.
Section 34(1)
No person may alter or demolish any structure
or part of a structure which is older than 60
years without a permit issued by the relevant
provincial heritage resources authority.
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Conservation - Burra Charter
SHJLZ VM J\S[\YHS ZPNUPÄJHUJL LUYPJO
people’s lives, often providing a deep
and inspirational sense of connection to
community and landscape, to the past and
to lived experiences. They are historical records that are important as tangible expressions of identity and experience. Places of
J\S[\YHS ZPNUPÄJHUJL YLÅLJ[ [OL KP]LYZP[` VM
our communities, telling us about whom we
are and the part that has formed us and the
local landscape. They are irreplaceable and
precious. (Burra Charter)

P

The Burra Charter is a guide for the
conservation and management of places of
J\S[\YHSZPNUPÄJHUJL0[^HZJVTWPSLKPU
Australia in an attempt to heighten
awareness of conservation and
responsibility concerning places of cultural
value.
;OLÄYZ[Z[LWPZ[VKPZJ\ZZHUK
\UKLYZ[HUK [OL J\S[\YHS ZPNUPÄJHUJL VM [OL
place from the different cultural point of
views. To also justify these views of
ZPNUPÄJHUJL
2. The second step is to develop a policy on
the management of the place.
 ;OL ÄUHS Z[LW PZ [V THUHNL [OL WSHJL VM
ZPNUPÄJHUJL PU H YLZWVUZPISL HUK YLZWLJ[able way set by the policy.
*\S[\YHS:PNUPÄJHUJL
;OL 6SK (Y[Z I\PSKPUN ^HZ [OL ÄYZ[ I\PSKPUN
to be completed on campus in 1911 and it
housed all of the functions needed at that
time. The neighbouring building,
Old Merensky Library, falls into the same
ZPNUPÄJHU[JH[LNVY`HZ[OL6SK(Y[ZI\[VUS`
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the Old Arts building will be discussed.
During most of the 100 year existence of the
Old Arts Building it was within a dramatic
political context. In a white societal context
the building was seen as a symbol of humble
beginnings and a corner stone to education
and modern civilisation in the Transvaal. It
was built in Neo-Romanesque European
architecture by people from European based
education.
In a black African context it wass seen
se as an
a
overwhelming building, even bea
beautiful,
autif
butt
not understood. It became a misunderstood
und
d
white icon, because of it
its alien
alie occupation
upation
in an African environment.
ntt. Although
Alth
A
itt will be
argued that the area was not inhab
inhabited
ed byy
any tribal group and the aim of the b
building
g
and the development around it wass to
t
create a world class European institution
tion in a
new city. Over the years, the building lost
ost its
function and became purely a monument to
progress and now a democratic community.
It is without a doubt the heart of campus and
the main symbol of the University.
It currently houses museums and the
archive which symbolically turned the
LZZLU[PHS Z[Y\J[\YL PU[V T\JO TVYL ¶ 0[ PZ
seen as a house of memory and history. It
has embraced the changes in South
Africa and houses the Mapungubwe
Museum which is a landmark to a prominent
ancient black society which developed the
corner stone of African history, knowledge
and progress.
The Old Arts Building is a symbol of ‘the
place of dreams’. Young people come
c
to
[OL\UP]LYZP[`[VZ[\K`ÄLSKZVM[OLPYPU[LYLZ["
they enjoy friendships and become adults.
Ideologies are formed, and protesting and
an

debates are encouraged. When people leave
the university to continue with their lives and
will remember the university and their youth
with many images of student life, but the
image of the prominent Old Arts Building
will always be remembered as it is a tangible
memory and beacon.
Almost as an unwritten rule every student
that graduates at the end of their studies
must take a picture, wearing their academic
wear
ear a
and
n with their parents on either side
(smiling
(sm
ling as w
widely as they can), on the Aula
law
wn in front
ront of the Old
Ol Arts. This picture has
nearly
ne
y become
ecom the most important evidence
nc
that
at the sstudentt h
has actually ‘done it’!

due to the weak nature of its current
function. People just walk by and
acknowledges it strange beauty. Never the
less it is just as important a structure as the
Old Art and is therefore crucial that the original facades and aesthetics be maintained.
Adaptation of its use will greatly improve its
ZPNUPÄJHUJLHUKPMP[[OL[PTLJHTLMVY
architectural intervention and addition it will
then be im
important to respect the aesthetic
and image of these great buildings.

Th U
The
University
i ersity strives to become an
ins
stitution
on that encourages change and
innovation
inn
on w
within our country.
ou
The Old Arts
has
s beco
become a symbol of hope that young
South
outh A
Africans
f
entering the world will make
a difference
ce
e so
socially and economically.
Fig.54

1\Z[PÄJH[PVUVMZPNUPÄJHUJL
The physical
s
appearance
ce of the large stone
structure
str
e and tthe engraved
gra
detail is a sign
of iimportance
rtance a
and wealth.
ea t Together with the
extensive
ex
ensive lanes
lane of ttrees
es and gardens that
once
ce con
connected
ected it a
axially with the Union
n
Buildings,
uildings the great im
importance of this
I\PSKPUNPZL_LTWSPÄLK
I\
PZL_LT SPÄ K

The Puzzle of South African History

The Old Arts h
The
has
as be
been
en o
on many magazine
covers
vers and
an material
aterial advertising
is
and show
how
casing
sing
g the University.
versity
y
In conclusion,
lusion, although
gh the Old Merensky
building
b
lding is
s no
not seen as ssuch a great social
ZPNUPÄJHUJL
UPÄJHU
P[ PZ Z[PSS
Z[PSS H ]LY`
Y` SHYNL J\S[\YHS
landmark
dmark that has lo
lost much of its charm

Smile you ve done
on it!

Fig.56

Old Arts connected to
The Union Buildings
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Fig.57
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Fig.58

7SHJLZVMJ\S[\YHSZPNUPÄJHUJLYLÅLJ[[OLKP]LYZP[`VMV\YJVTT\UP[PLZ
7S
J
LYLÅLJ[[OLKP]LYZ
telling us about whom we aree and the part that
tha has formed us and the
SVJHSSHUKZJHWL;OL`HYLPYYLWSHJLHISLHUKWYLJPV\Z)\YYH*OHY[LY
O
HJLHISLHUK
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Political Context
rchaeology is the recovery, documentation and analysis of artefacts. These
artefacts are used to complete the history of
humanity. Artefacts don’t have to be categorised as only objects it can be architecture
and landscape as well.

A

After recovering the artefacts, documentation and analysis is carried out to explain
the development of human culture, history,
evolution and also human behaviour and
ecology. During this recovery process many
questions will be asked and some of these
questions will probably never be answered.
Therefore most of the information or
documentation done after the analysis is
mostly assumed by the excavator and this
is why it is crucial that the interpretation of
the archaeologist is understood within his or
her context or agenda. Archaeology is thus
HSSI\[VIQLJ[P]LHUKW\YL"P[PZPUÅ\LUJLKI`
large factors like social, economical,
ecological and political aspects.
Politics and archaeology
Archaeology is where the present and past
meet. The interpretation of the past has
THU` PUÅ\LUJPUN MHJ[VYZ >OV PZ KVPUN [OL
analysis and for what reasons?
Archaeology’s concern with tangible remains
SLUKZP[HUPTTLKPHJ`HUKJYLKPIPSP[`\UPX\L
among human sciences. Its patent
attachment to pressing issues of identity and
possession of post imperial hegemony and
of ethnic cleansing, the retention or
restitution – of land and bones with artefact –
ld st
that embroil 1st and 3rd world
states,
ople.
mainstream and minority people.
(David Lowenthal 2002,62)
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The core process of digging and excavating
PZUV[Q\Z[HKLZJYPW[PVUVMÄUKPUNZ0[PZHSZV
an interpretation, but if interpretation begins
at excavating, so too must politics.
0U[LYWYL[H[PVUPZHS^H`ZZ\IQLJ[[VJVUÅPJ[PUN
WLYZWLJ[P]LZ;OLZLÄUKPUNZHUKPU[LYWYL[Htion thereof should never be taken as
KLÄUP[P]L -PUKPUNZ JHU PUÅ\LUJL J\S[\YHS
history of a community or society in a positive or negative manner. This passion laden
WYVJLZZ VM HYJOHLVSVN` [V ÄUK L]PKLUJL VM
one’s roots can have local and universal
effects. This process can be used to
separate you from others, for example in
times of economic or political crisis,
archaeology can be used to show that one
belongs to some community, to claim a
culture as personal and to show similarities
between the past is and the present.
Colonial attitudes regarding the ownership
hip
VMHY[LMHJ[ZHUK[OLILSPLM[OH[ZJPLU[PÄJ
LM
attempts should overrule all other claims for
advantage or local knowledge, is
destroying the legacy of archaeological
meaning. In Egypt people see their
archaeological gems as a means of great
WYVÄ["[OPZVWLUZ[OLKVVYMVY>LZ[LYU
involvement in excavation and writing of
ÄUKPUNZ PU ,N`W[ 0U [OL WHZ[ [OPZ PU]VS]LLment was tied to ownership
ner
and meant that
whatever was found co
could be k
kept by the
ÄUKLY HUK JV\SK [OLU IL L_WVY[LK [V [OLPY
country.
It is argued that the locall Egyptians have no
interest in their heritage and in fact
disrespect it by vandalising most Egyptian
monuments. These artefacts are then sold to
western individuals and illegally taken out of
the country. There is absolutely no control

exercised with regard to the safety of their
heritage. To view any of the monuments a
tourist must pay an entrance fee, but this
money is not used to further restore or excavate these monuments, it goes straight into
the government’s hands.*
Obviously religion plays a large role in this
case, because the majority of the population
is Islamic and feels that the Egyptian history
contradicts their own beliefs.
In a South African context Mapungubwe can
be taken as an example. The local
community was not included in the
discovery process of this site, and during
Apartheid years it was even further hidden
by the socialist government. If you were to
ask any person on the street if they knew
what Mapungubwe is they will not have any
inkling, as it was not included in the school
curriculum. The discovery of this very
important African city should be shared with
relevant communities to spark a sense of
belonging and interest to their origins,
especially after an extended period of social
discrimination.
m

predominant emphasis on visualization, on
presenting visitors with an array of artefacts,
including buildings, and then trying to
visualise the patterns of life that would have
emerged around them. This is an essentially
“artefactual” history, in which an entire
array of social experiences a
are necessarily
ignored or trivialised, both in the past and in
the present. (Urry 1990.56-7) Therefore it iis
crucial that an anthropological view also be
understood. This view then becomes
o
much
more important than the ‘artefactual’
ctual image
most visitors receive. Through
oug this underrstanding of human life and so
social behaviour
it will be much easier to relate to a historical
society than through ruined bu
buildings. It is
very important that individuals
alss a
also
lso rrealise
that they can carry more than
n one social
identity and belonging.

The tourism industry historically
y ha
has
provided opportunities for some co
countries to
present crafted images of a certain
i
history or past. Such images can be
e
I\YKLULK^P[OJVUÅPJ[PUNJSHPTZ
UNJ
hurtful memories, or fantasy
tas nostalgia.
Relatively new institutions like UNESCO
World Heritage Commission can create
politically charged local situations in their
attempt to preserve cultures on a global
scale.
Some may argue that heritage
g history
y is
necessarily distorted because
us of the

*Interview with Ayesha Omar, Egyptian Archaeologist, 2005

The Four Pillars
rom my research I have found that there
are four main important aspects of arr
chaeological politics, I call them the four
pillars of politics, namely; Interpretation,
dentity, Ownership and Propaganda.

F

nterpretation begins with the excavator or
HYJOHLVSVNPZ[HUHS`ZPUNOPZÄUKZ;OPZPZ[OL
ÄYZ[ Z[LW PU [OL WYVJLZZ VM JYLH[PUNOPZ[VY`
OL ÄYZ[ Z[LW [V WPLJPUN [VNL[OLY H W\aaSL
of the past. It has been said that interpretaion starts at the trowel’s edge and so does
politics. Interpretation is dependent
pen
on th
the
archaeologist’s background and
a
views, in
some cases the political environment has a
strong grip on the process of archaeology
oo.

Fig.59

Iconic golden rhino found
at Mapungubwe
a

dentity is the search by states or groups
o discover information about their history.
dentity is to my opinion the biggest and
most important factor in archaeological
politics, because this is a more personal
^H` [V KLÄUL ^OV HUK ^OH[ WLVWSL HYL
dentity is a very broad notion in that
evolution and religion need answers of which
only history can give. In a South African
context, like I’ve said before, it is the search
or history and belonging
el
by the black
population, to which a history was denied by
an oppressive government. The same can
be said of the Jews in the Nazi era.

Fig.60

The University of Pretoria is currently in
possession of the Golden Rhino found at
Mapungubwe. It was taken away from its
origins and put on display as a reward to
[OL<UP]LYZP[`MVYÄUKPUNP[(S[OV\NOHUL^
museum has been designed by Peter Rich
and is currently under construction, the University and the Curator of the Mapungubwe
Museum (Sian Tiley-Nel)4 is reluctant to return the artefacts due to exhibit security and
standards.5
Some day the Golden Rhino will return to the
“Place of Stone Wisdom” where it belongs.
“P

Fig.61

Nazi propoganda

4 - Interview with Sian Tily-Nel, March 2008
5 - Opinion of Author
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Social Context
This is an Afrikaans
Afrik
article from the Kampus
m
Beeld on 16 July 2008 and it paints a perfect
picture of students and campus life:
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Die tien dinge maak van jou ‘n Tukkie, deur Inge Wasserman
Jy is net, as j gelukkig
ukk is, vir sowat
o
vier
er kkosbare jare op kamp
kampus. Maar n
net
omdat jy hier geswot het,
het beteken nie dat jy ‘n Tukkie
e in murg en
nb
been is
nie.
e. Hier is tien ‘rites of passage’ wat elke Tukkie moet
et d
deurgaan
g an
a om
ma
ass ‘n
ware Tukkie beskou
sko
ou te word.
1. Swem op ‘n snikhete dag in die fontein
f
in voo
voor die
e OU L
Lettere
re geb
gebou. Hou
H
net ‘n oog oop sekuriteit!
ne
2 Laat die
2.
e koppe
pp draai
raai en die
die asems
asem
ase
snak
nak de
deur iets
ts wild
wilds, sp
speels
p
pe
peels
en ‘w
way
out’
out
t’ kampus to
toe
e te dra.
dra
3.. Wees
3
ess vir
vir oulaas
oulaass ‘n
‘n kind
kind.
d Ga
Gaan
G an kaalvoe
ka
kaalvoet
v ett kam
kampus
mpus toe e
en
n wo
w
word
rd een
ee me
m
mett
moeder
mo
oed natuur.
atuur.
4.. Die
4
e legende
lege
lui dat
da jy nie ‘n sstudent
ent va
van Tuks
ks is as
a jy nie op die bok
b kkie voor die Ou lettere
ere
er
re ge
gebou gery h
het nie.
ie. Ho
Hou weer
eer ee
eens ‘n oog oop vir
veiligheidswagte!
veilig
e
 = M V
=LYMVWKPLNYHMÄ[PT\\Y(SPZKP[UL[ºURSLPUOHUK[LRLUPUN

T\\
\Y (S PZKP[ UL[ ºU RSLPU OHUK[LRLUPUN
6. Besoe
Besoek iets op kampus wat vir jou
jo
ou on
onbekend
bekend is, soos die Mapu
Mapungubwe
ungub
bwe
Muse
seum,
m Scienza
Sc
of die kamera
k
kam
Obskura.
bskura Wie
b
ie we
wee
weet, jy mag dalk net ie
iets
leer
leer.
7. Maak kennis
ennis mett ‘n
n vreemdeling. ‘S
‘Smile. It co
confuses people.’
op
+YVZKPLOLSLKHNZLRSHZZL]PYºUÅPLRTHYH[OVUI`KPL(\SH

KPL
LKHN
\SH
9 Skrikkeljaar
9.
Skkri
a gebeur
ur net een
n keer in vier jaar. Dames,
s gebruik
bru die
e gelee
geleentheid en vra die
d man van jou drome uit op ‘n romantiese
se aand
aand.
d.
10. Maak seker ‘n jakarandablommetjie
j
val op jou kop voor
oor
die eksamens.
mens.
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